
Year 7 Lesson 3    

Name: 

 

Do Now: 

1. Give one way a slave trader would make money. 

 

2. What was the name of the plot involving Mary Queen of Scots? 

 

3. Who was the man who called himself the Prince of Wales in 1247? 

 

4. Who was the Viking who wanted to be king in 1066? 

I do: 

Below are the pages you will need to complete your work for today’s lesson.  Use these to help you complete your work. 

We do: 

1. In your own words, explain the difference between a pirate and a privateer. A privateer is someone who has been given permission to attack and steal 

from an enemy ship, whilst a pirate was somebody who did that without permission. 

You do: 

2. Here are some key events from Blackbeard’s life- but they are all mixed up! Write them out in the order in which they happened: 

• Captured a French ship and renames it Queen Anne’s Revenge. 

• Was shot, stabbed and slashed across the throat. 

• Became a pirate. 

• Born in Bristol in 1680. 

• Robert Maynard was given the job of hunting him down. 

• His head was displayed on Maynard’s ship. 

• Worked as a privateer for Queen Anne. 

3. Imagine you are one of Blackbeard’s crew.  Write at least three diary entries that give details of your pirate life over the past few years.  Remember to 

include: 



- The conventions of a diary such as the date, using ‘Dear diary’ and writing about how you feel. 

- Information about your boss, Blackbeard-  what does he look like? Has he always been a pirate? How tough is he? 

- Facts about the life of a pirate- What are conditions like on the ship? What do you eat? Is it dangerous? How successful was Blackbeard’s crew? 

- Details about the hunt for Blackbeard- Who hunted him? How was he killed? What happened to his body? What might happen to you? 

 

 

 

 

  



 


